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ABSTRACT

English is the most widely spoken language in the world, used daily by millions of people as a first or second language in many different contexts. As a result, there are many varieties of English. Although the great many advances in English automatic speech recognition (ASR) over the past decades, results are usually reported based on test datasets which fail to represent the diversity of English as spoken today around the globe. We present the first release of The Edinburgh International Accents of English Corpus (EdAcc). This dataset attempts to better represent the wide diversity of English, encompassing almost 40 hours of dyadic video call conversations between friends. Unlike other datasets, EdAcc includes a wide range of first and second-language varieties of English and a linguistic background profile of each speaker. Results on latest public, and commercial models show that EdAcc highlights shortcomings of current English ASR models. The best performing model, trained on 680 thousand hours of transcribed data, obtains an average of 19.7% word error rate (WER) – in contrast to the 2.7% WER obtained when evaluated on US English clean read speech. Across all models, we observe a drop in performance on Jamaican, Indonesian, Nigerian, and Kenyan English speakers. Recordings, linguistic backgrounds, data statement, and evaluation scripts are released on our website under CC-BY-SA license https://ramonsanabria.github.io/edacc/. We hope that this work will encourage future research on a wider range of English varieties to create more accessible speech technologies.
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1. INTRODUCTION

English is a first language for more than 370 million people [1], having been spread through (settler) colonialism over hundreds of years [2]. In recent decades, English has only gained power as a lingua franca in global business, international politics, media and pop culture, and academia. As a result, there are an estimated 1 billion people who speak English as a second language and most of the state-of-the-art language technology research caters to it.

Even though language technologies work better for English than for other languages, there are still vast performance differences between English varieties, with higher performance for US and UK [3, 4, 5]. There are hundreds of varieties of English spoken by people in different geographical areas and social contexts [6]. Most of these are poorly supported by automatic speech recognition systems (ASR). Furthermore, even though there is research on supporting “accented English”[1], most ASR development is focused on US, and UK language speakers of English.

More concretely, in recent years, there have been notable advances in English language ASR. These advances are usually reported as word error rates (WER) on established benchmark datasets. The current state-of-the-art on Switchboard [7] – an US English conversational speech dataset – is 4.3% WER [8]. With further advances in self-supervised learning [9], and unsupervised learning [10], a WER of 1.4%, and 3.2% was obtained, respectively on Librispeech [11] – an US English read speech dataset. However, the robustness of these results has been questioned by experiments showing that they are not actually representative in other English variations [12, 13]. Taken together, these findings suggest a lack of corpora that accurately represents the depth and breadth of English varieties in conversational settings.

Most public datasets do not represent the diversity of English and English speakers in the real world. We observe that they cover outdated or over-explored domains (e.g., narrowband telephone speech, or read speech), and varieties (e.g., US English). Language change, just like language variation, is an inherent and natural feature of language, and therefore older datasets further risk becoming unrepresentative of current language use – a problem relevant to all fields of natural language processing, e.g., [14]. Additionally, current datasets lack detailed documentation about the speakers and their linguistic backgrounds [15], making it hard to draw conclusions on the reported results.

We introduce the first release of an ongoing project The Edinburgh International Accents of English Corpus (EdAcc). Our dataset contains almost 40 hours of video call dyadic English language conversation between speakers who know each other. The conversations range in duration from 20 to 60 minutes. EdAcc is diverse, containing more than 40 self-reported English accents from speakers from 51 different first languages. We also collected their linguistic background including any languages they speak, how long they have spoken English, and places where they have lived for extended periods of time. We release our dataset with the responses from each speaker.

The self-reported statistics and qualitative and quantitative analysis show that EdAcc is linguistically diverse and challenging to current English ASR systems. Our extensive experimentation on open source state-of-the-art models pre-trained and fine-tuned on a variety of publicly available datasets shows that latest research on ASR does not generalize to many L1 and L2 English speakers. Despite being trained on quantity of data that would be prohibitively large for most researchers, the best performing model [16] achieves 19.7% WER, far from the reported performances on standard datasets.

Overall, our results show that more research is required in order for English ASR systems to generalise to other variants of English. We hope EdAcc encourages future research on speech processing for a wider range of English accents.
2. RELATED WORK

The main source of motivation for this work is the lack of ASR datasets which go beyond L1 varieties of English. TIMIT [17], and the Wall Street Journal [18] are some of the earliest datasets for English language ASR. Both of them are exclusively composed of American English read speech. The DARPA-sponsored Switchboard dataset [7] contains telephone conversations by speakers from several dialect regions of American English. Although the domain of phone conversations leads to more expressive language, it is not representative of modern remote conversational medium of the video call. Moreover, phone conversations are narrow band which limits frequency resolution of the speech signal. Later on, LibriSpeech [13] and its extension [19] increased the amount of training data, but the domain – American English read speech – remain the same. In contrast, EdAcc is composed by more natural interactions (conversation between friends), higher quality (wide band) and updated domain (video call conversation).

Recent speech resources focused on wider variants of English [20, 21]. However, only The Accented English Speech Recognition Challenge (AESRC2020), and Mozilla Common Voice (MCV) [22, 23] are comparable to our work. Both datasets have a similar data collection framework: speakers read, and record sentences using a computer or a mobile devices. MCV is focused on collecting multiple languages, and AESRC2020 is specifically targeted to English accents. Both of them have a higher audio quality than previous datasets, and collect different English accents. However, neither of them annotates the speaker’s accent (or linguistic background) properly. MCV let speakers report their own accent, and AESRC2020 uses speaker country of origin – both methods lacks precision in terms of accent definition. Perhaps most significantly, in contrast to EdAcc, both datasets are composed by read speech which limits the naturalness of speech, and can mask the accent.

Our dataset also relates to recent work on predictive bias in ASR. In the US, commercial systems have been shown to perform much worse for speakers of African American English than white speakers of US English [3, 24]. Disparities between performance for different varieties of English have also been reported in British English ASR [5], and for global varieties [25]. We designed EdAcc as as a tool to identify such biases, and facilitate the research towards a solution for this problem.

3. THE EDINBURGH INTERNATIONAL ACCENTS OF ENGLISH CORPUS

3.1. Data Collection

Our data collection process is designed to provide a simple framework for eliciting naturalistic speech by allowing speakers to record relaxed conversations using the Zoom video call software. A questionnaire distributed to participants further enables the curation of a well-documented and diverse dataset.

Participants were initially recruited through the authors’ personal and professional (local and global) networks. As the data collection progressed, speakers were also recruited through online micro-work platforms. Each Participant was compensated with 10 GBP for every 15 minutes of conversation. We selected participants according to their linguistic background to encourage as much diversity as possible.

To capture participants’ linguistic backgrounds we asked them about: any first languages (acquired before age 5), any second languages, when they started learning English, which language they mostly use in different domains (work, friends, family) and any places where they have lived for more than three years. We also asked them how long they have known their conversation partner and whether they usually speak English with them. Finally, we asked them to self-describe their accent in English. To capture their social background we also asked about their age, gender, ethnic background and education. Find the specific questions in the dataset statement.

The use of video call software made our approach scale-able and simple: conversations could be recorded at the same time in multiple places, allowing us to reach speakers in different parts of the world. As a side issue, due to software limitations, only one audio channel could be recorded – instead of one channel for each speaker. Conveniently, this setting also replicates real-world acoustic condition where ASR engines are usually deployed. The contributors were provided with detailed instructions on how to record the conversation (on audio, and if they wished to do so, video). We provided some discussion prompts about topics such as hobbies. This design is inspired by data collection procedures in sociolinguistics [26, 6], where an engaging topic can reduce self-consciousness and promote more natural speech patterns. Informal speech is further promoted by the interlocutor – all participants talked with friends or acquaintances. To a certain extent, this design may also limit linguistic accommodation effects, though it should be noted that all interactions involve some accommodation or alignment [27]. Finally, the “observer’s paradox”, where participants in an experiment feel self-conscious and adjust their speech, is further reduced by asking participants to self-record their conversations [26, 6]. Before starting the conversation, each speaker was also asked to read the same control passage to allow evaluation on a controlled domain and enable detailed linguistic analysis.

EdAcc is designed specifically to make our data compliant with CC-BY-SA so that data can be fully shareable. Each speaker was given an speaker ID, and asked to identify themselves with it during the conversation. We manually verified that no sensitive data about the speakers or anyone else was shared during the conversation. In the final step of the data collection, participants signed a consent form with the data protection statement and confidentiality policy, and then received their compensation for their contribution. We believe that the transparent design of our collection and distribution pipeline makes it secure for data subjects.

All conversations were manually transcribed by multiple professional transcribers. Each turn was manually segmented and orthographically transcribed, including overlaps between speakers, noise, laughter and hesitations. The transcription company removed the stored data ten days after receiving it.

Once the transcriptions were ready, we post-processed them so they can be used for evaluation. We made them consistent with orthography, and lexicon used in public systems – we removed punctuation, and normalized ambiguous spelling. We localized sounds (eg., laughs) and words that a system can transcribe in multiple manners (eg., numbers) and ignore them during scoring. We localize them by force-aligning the speech and the transcripts using Kaldi [29]. We split the data on development and test sets randomly using Kaldi’s

---

4 We are not publishing video data for this version of the dataset. We will do it in next releases.

5 The “Stella” passage designed to elicit a wide range of features of different English accents. It was developed and used by the Speech Accent Archive [28].
subset_data_dir_tr_cv.sh script resulting in 31, and 30 conversations each. There is no speaker nor conversation overlap between sets.

3.2. Dataset Statistics

A trained linguist slightly standardised the contributors’ accent description to enable us to compare performance across groups of speakers (Section 4)\(^6\). To do this, some specific accent descriptors were simplified (eg., “Scottish (Fife)” to “Scottish English”), some broader descriptors were mapped to a more commonly used descriptor (eg., “American accent” to “US English”). Some generic descriptors (eg., “fluent”) were mapped to a local descriptor based on information about the participant’s location history and linguistic background. We want to stress that these labels are not definitive. Differences between “accents” are contested and an issue of identity as much as one of phonetics for first and second language speakers. The dataset is roughly balanced between male and female speakers but other gender groups are underrepresented. Speakers range in age from 18 to 65 years (mean age 30) and contributors also provided information about their ethnic background, linguistic background, location history and education. You can find more detailed statistics in our Data Statement.

4. EXPERIMENTS

To assess the complexity and diversity of EdAcc, we test it on several ASR models. We also perform qualitative analysis, where we visualize several utterances from speakers in a speech-based multi-lingual embedding space.

4.1. ASR Models

To evaluate ASR performance on EdAcc, we test three different model classes: Wav2vec2.0 [9], Whisper [16], and a commercial engine from an (anonymized) well-established company. Whisper is a pre-trained self-supervised-based encoder, that we fine-tuned with CTC loss on transcribed datasets. During the first stage, the encoder is pre-trained to predict the quantized representation of masked segments of speech. After that, the encoder is fine-tuned on sequences of characters. During decoding, we integrate a 4-gram language model (LM) [30] that constrains the search over likely sequences of words. To make our evaluation consistent with Whisper we decode 30 seconds of audio at a time\(^7\). We experiment with two encoders pre-trained on different datasets; Wav2vec2.0 (pre-trained on Libripeech), and Robust Wav2vec2.0 [12] (pre-trained on MCV, Libri-light, and Switchboard). We test each encoder fine-tuned on Librispeech, Switchboard, AMI [32], and MGB [33], and combine them with language models trained in these same datasets.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>EdAcc dev</th>
<th>EdAcc test</th>
<th>test-clean</th>
<th>test-other</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>W2V2.0</td>
<td>33.4</td>
<td>36.1</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Company</td>
<td>17.9</td>
<td>18.7</td>
<td>3.8</td>
<td>7.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whisper</td>
<td>16.4</td>
<td>19.7</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note that the public release of the dataset does not contain any normalization.

We also experimented using rVAD [31], an unsupervised voice activity detection system, for segmentation and under-performed 30 second segmentation on the development set.

---

\(^6\)Until now, we have discussed global WER, and compare it across datasets. Now, we will make use of the linguistic background
reported by the speakers to discern the performance on different accents. Although we could show performance on many speaker dimensions, we decided to only report WER on first language varieties represented in the dataset: South African English, Ghanaian English, Irish English, Scottish English, US English, Southern British English, Indian English, Jamaican English and Nigerian English. The L2 speakers of English in the dataset vary in terms of their first languages and how long, how and where they have learned English. As a result it is more difficult to compare within and across L2 speaker groups. We leave this for future work. Figure 1 shows this comparison. We see a considerable performance gap between Wav2vec2.0, and other models across all L1 varieties. Consistent with previous work [25, 5], we observe considerable drop in performance on specific L1 varieties, such Jamaican, Indonesian, Nigerian, and Kenyan English. These differences are particularly noticeable in Wav2vec2.0 models, which stress the urgency to tackle these problems. We are happy to see that an open-source model (Whisper), and a commercial model have a more consistent performance across accents.

4.3. Qualitative Analysis

Our self-reported forms, and quantitative results indicate that EdAcc has a wide English diversity – diverse reported accents, different WER between accent groups, and large performance gap compared to traditional English datasets. As accents cannot be straightforwardly mapped to a “true” label, we propose to objectively analyze the diversity of EdAcc by visualizing embeddings extracted from a language identification model. We may be able to visualise accent variation using a language ID embeddings because the English accent of many speakers is usually influenced by the phonological system of their first language. For this experiment we use SpeechBrain’s [34] ECAPA-TDNN model [35] trained to recognize 107 languages from spoken utterances. Figure 2 shows a 2 dimensional t-SNE representation of the 6 most common accents in the dataset. For each speaker we randomly sample, and represent 100 utterances – to represent speaker diversity, we randomly assign a different shape to each speaker (from 7 possible shapes). For comparison, we also sample utterances from Librispeech, and AMI – American, and predominantly British accented datasets, respectively. We observe that EdAcc has a wider diversity in the embedding space than Librispeech, and AMI. This suggest that our dataset is linguistically more diverse and explores a space not covered by other datasets.

Apart from linguistic diversity, a dataset must show some structure, so that future research can experiment with specific groups – accents in our case. Figure 2 shows an underlying structure – speakers with the same accent are clustered together, and some phonetically similar accents are closer than others. Concretely, we observe that Southern English, Vietnamese, and, to some extent, Nigerian speakers form three independent clusters, except for some outliers. This plot also shows that Nigerian English and Kenyan English are close in the embedding space. Overall, these observations indicate that EdAcc is not only diverse but also linguistically structured.

As noted above, accents and how people describe them, are deeply linked to social identities. Our dataset is furthermore focused on people who may or may not speak English as a first language and many of them have lived in different places throughout their life. As a result mapping any one speaker to any one clearly defined accent is impossible.

5. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We present the first release of The Edinburgh International Accents of English Corpus (EdAcc) a new automatic speech recognition (ASR) dataset composed of 40 hours of English dyadic conversations between speakers with a diverse set of accents. To facilitate error analysis on specific English accents, we also provide a detailed linguistic profile for each speaker containing their first language, years speaking in English, years lived in an English-speaking country and more. Results on different state-of-the-art systems show that EdAcc is generally challenging, and can identify problems on specific English accents (eg., Jamaican, and Kenyan English). Qualitative results show that EdAcc is more diverse than traditional datasets, and covers more linguistic variation. We found that assigning an accent to each speaker is difficult. At the same time, having speakers grouped in these categories is important to spot specific problems in ASR systems and construct a balanced dataset. Therefore, a promising direction for future work includes exploration of accent classification or clustering strategies to make future iterations of The Edinburgh International Accents of English Corpus diverse and balanced.

6. ETHICAL CONSIDERATIONS

This project has been approved by the University of Edinburgh, Informatics Ethics Board – Ref. 49776. It has been funded by the Institute for Language, Cognition, and Computation at the University of Edinburgh. All contributors provided informed consent to publicly share their speech recordings and demographic information and were paid 10 GBP for every 15 minutes of conversation. We acknowledge that despite efforts to design an accessible and fair data curation process, we are only representing a small section of all English speakers. In future iterations of the project, we will keep encouraging speakers from underrepresented groups to contribute.
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